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From the Author
Thank you for your interest in A Crown of Gossamer and Bone

Please note...
This is an exclusive sample for subscribers of my email list.
This is not a complete story
However, it is the first chapters of book 2 of Izobel’s dark and gritty

grimdark romance.
To find a list of all retailers where you can obtain a physical or digital

copy of A Crown of Gossamer and Bone in its entirety, please visit
AmberNaralim.com
I hope you enjoy Izobel’s tale.
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The lunatics were the moon’s first children. Brimming with Prime,
their beasts could not be bound by human flesh and so they spread by
tooth and claw, victim begetting victim until their rage threatened to
swallow the world.

Wild and mercurial, they were sculpted with the fingerprint of her
rage. Make no mistake Our Lady burns white-hot with it. The sun hang-
ing high in the sky is a benevolent ruler. Force his hand and he will scorch
you. The moon offers no such warnings, only the chaos of her whim.
Death, bloody and painful is the only answer the moon had for those
who displeased her fickle countenance.

She created the Lunatics to bear her cruelty.
-A treatise on Lycanthropic Bloodlines by, Professor Maria Ornlock,

Folk historian.
The wail of a woman drew the Moon to earth one night. She clung

to the body of her dead child. The soul-rending pain of her loss touched
Our Lady and silver tears poured from her eyes. Our Lady wept for what
the malice of her rage stole from the woman.

Our Lady held the boy in her arms and wove him together with
light and shadow into a shackle of guilt. She hung it around the woman’s
neck. And thus the Kin were given the gift of control. Our Lady bade the
woman teach the others the wisdom she was shown.

When the woman asked what to do with those who refused to learn,
Our Lady picked up a shard of her hardened tears and said, “Use my tears
to send them back to me and I shall punish them.”

-Creation Myths of North American Werewolf Tribes by, Skald
William of house Hawthorn.
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Chapter

F ate has always had a thing for subtlety.
Water dripped from a dying leaf onto Sam’s closed eye. The drop

washed a path clean through the blood caked on his cheek and dried in
his mass of sandy curls. He shuddered and mewled lost to terrors chasing
him through his mind. A cry burst from his throat and he bolted upright.

Cold.
That’s the first real thing that registered. Then Sam realized he was

naked. No one around and still he huddled inward and covered his bits.
The second entry was the smell. It was awful. Fetid and sickeningly

sweet, it had an undercurrent of copper that held his attention at gun-
point. He gagged. Couldn’t help it. Nausea was a wave that would have
drowned him utterly if it weren’t for the CRACK.

Someone stepped on a tree branch and the sound echoed. Sam was
on his feet and frantically looking for a place to hide spurred by instinct
alone. His heartbeat slammed so hard he was afraid it would burst free of
his chest. Utter panic took over, not waiting for the rest of his senses to
catch up.

He pushed into the channel between two trees but quickly realized
it only hid him from one side. A worried glance at his surroundings re-
vealed a downed trunk that appeared to be hollowed out pressed against
the high side of a hill. Sam made a break for it.

The voices were getting closer. Sam scrabbled at the leaves and dirt
trying to fit inside. Even with his overly long and thin frame, the space
was confining. Damp wood crumbled away as his shoulders and thighs
scraped by. Brittle leaves, sticks, and rocks tore at his bare skin as he
dragged his legs inside. His toes disappeared from view as two men crest-
ed the top of the hill.
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Rocks and dirt crashed onto his shelter and Sam held his breath. A
spider with long spindly legs and a brightly colored body eased down a
strand of webbing millimeters from his face. It touched his arm oozing
onto his skin. Its feathery brush had his spine dancing. It took everything
he had not to scream and thrash.

He’d never been comfortable around bugs, scared to death of them
since Brian Macy put a spider nest in his gym locker. He opened the door
and an army of creepy crawlies came boiling out in waves. He couldn’t
get the memory of them drifting over his face and the back of his neck
out of his head. He glared at this monster of myth and legend scuttling
along his arm.

“This is the edge, I think we ought to head back,” a nasal voice
droned.

His partner snorted derisively. “Don’t be such a pussy, Myers. The
Lunatic’s moon is done. They might as well be human now.”

Myers made a mocking face to Briggs’ back as he hopped down from
the ledge. Sam’s world rocked and shuddered. By some miracle, he man-
aged to keep quiet. It took slapping a hand over his mouth to muffle a
cry but footsteps moving away gave him hope that he hadn’t been discov-
ered... yet.

The light dusting of snow punctuated dead leaves and bare branches
of gnarled oaks. Set against a pale sky the few leaves clinging with all they
had left shimmered red and gold on the breeze every bit as worn and brit-
tle as their fallen brethren.

The blood was a stark contrast. It had dried almost black. Chunks of
thicker meat jeweled grey and purple in the early morning sun, weak, as
it may have been. Briggs spotted most of an arm a few feet away. Three
fingers missing, the flesh had been chewed.

Briggs crouched down next to what was left of the body. Its insides
had been gnawed upon. A mass of purple and red, the large intestine
frothed from the massive wound that nearly ripped the lower half of the
body away. Briggs flipped the corpse’s chin over to peer into its face.
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“He’s House Blackthorn. I’d know that prick anywhere,” Myers said
walking up behind him. He took the long way around. “That’s one noble
prick the world will be happier without.”

Brigg’s looked around to be sure no one was within earshot. He
wouldn’t dare speak words like that about a Kin, even if he were dead.
“Just Folk?” Briggs asked for clarification.

“Kin,” Myers answered with big eyes.
“We better report it then.”
Myers nodded and backed off turning to head back to the Square.

Briggs came to his feet slowly still staring down at the dead man. Last
night was one glorious clusterfuck. The dead totaled somewhere in the
hundreds. And that didn’t count those who were bitten. Something
would have to be done about that before the next full moon.

He said a silent thank you to the stars above that his little girl wasn’t
at the Culling. His wife had only minor injuries. No bites. They were
lucky. He was thankful for that too.

Rumors the king fell sparked before the fighting was over and had
not flickered out so far. It was pure luck the prince returned earlier this
month or the chaos would still be rampant. His presence was a lid on a
boiling pot. But at least it was contained for now.

Tomorrow would be tricky.
He glanced over his shoulder. The ground was clawed up over there.

Curious, he stepped toward it. Branches cut grey and black lines against
a pale sky churning with clouds. Blood and death, Briggs had never seen
so much of it.

A PAIR OF LEGS CAME into the frame of the ragged edge of the tree.
Sam couldn’t stop his shakes. He was afraid they were so powerful the
trunk would rock and give him away. He squeezed his eyes shut tight.
He screamed a prayer inside his head. A shrill and incessant begging in-
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terspersed with promises of the flaws he would give up and the shameful
behavior he would change for a chance of making it out of here alive.

The legs turned toward the opening. Sam shrank back molding him-
self against the spongy wall. The butt of the semi-automatic rifle Briggs
carried swung around his shoulder and Sam caught sight of it. There was
no mistaking hardware like that. Sam held his breath.

BRIGGS LIFTED THE GUN to his shoulder and sighted through the
trees. He had the distinct feeling he wasn’t alone, but he couldn’t pin-
point the source. Carefully honed instincts garnered over a lifetime of
guard duty and he doubted them. Briggs doubted himself. The attack on
his home, on his family, and his very world shook him to his core.

Sam’s lungs burned and begged. He closed his hand into a fist so tight
his knuckles went white. Sam swore he could taste his heartbeat. Muscles
tense they threatened to seize up. Their warning shots spiked pain into
his knee and hip. Frozen in a moment that by his count had already last-
ed three lifetimes he panicked. Sam couldn’t hold on anymore.

“Hey, man,” Myers called, impatient. “Are you coming or not?”
Briggs scanned his surroundings once more with a deep frown. Fi-

nally, he lowered the barrel with a sigh and walked toward his partner.
Briggs slipped his rifle back over his shoulder and stepped up his pace.
He wanted to get back to the Square to check on his wife.
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Chapter

Z oe rocked back and forth, the swing Johnny made for her creaking.
It was cold. She cinched her jacket in tight a plume of breath blos-

soming in the air before her. She stared out into the woods lost in a vio-
lent sea of her thoughts. Zoe was sure to murder anything the waves
dredged up about her transformation.

It was a habit she’d taken up last month. She simply couldn’t deal
with the details. Zoe floated above them carried on the newness of her
love for Johnny. And it worked. Everything came up roses for her.

The new king with a little prodding from Nora certified that she
made it through the Culling. Technically, it was even true. Zoe didn’t
lose it until long after Isaak and his monsters attacked.

No one saw it.
Zoe was as free as she was going to get. A full-blown Kin. People

bowed to her and everything. And worse it was starting to go to her head.
She liked spending time in the Square to boost her self-esteem. It was
worse than the selfies she used to post to Instagram. At least that she
could pretend had only a little to do with her vanity.

This was an addiction. Those little hits of honored respect and vener-
ation were the only thing helping Zoe bury the horror of what happened
to her.

She’d come to the shaky conclusion that no matter how awful the
way her family died, or even the woman Johnny found her with, she
didn’t do it. There was something else that got locked in here with her.
The wolf was her own creature with her own thoughts and her own ac-
tions. She was dangerous.

Zoe couldn’t change what happened. She sure as hell couldn’t stop it.
But she could keep it from happening again. And that was her mission.
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She would leash the beast, tether it, and master it so she couldn’t hurt
anyone else.

She couldn’t do that a depressed wreck. The only way was to move
on. The bars of the cage in the basement were strong. One night a month
she would do battle. One night a month, Zoe would fight to keep the
bitch from wreaking any more havoc. Zoe could handle that.

One night.
That was a chunk she could chew.

IZOBEL CAME TO HER feet across the clearing. Something silver
flashed. She snipped a lock of Johnny’s dark hair and let the strands fall
into the bubbling liquid. He knelt in front of her in the grass. His chest
was bare. Dark marks painted in radiating lines on his skin.

“This won’t turn me into a frog will it?” Johnny asked with a smirk.
“I am using your blood and your connection to this place to magnify

the spell,” Izobel answered distracted by the intricacies of her casting.
“I just don’t get the point. Conner figured out how to get me out a

year into the sentence. I can leave whenever I want. I just have nowhere
to go.”

The sorrow echoing in the depths of that statement made Izobel look
up at him. She gave him a sympathetic smile. “You want to know the
truth?”

John simply looked at her expectantly.
“I can’t figure out how they did it,” Izobel admitted.
Johnny laughed at her chagrinned expression. “Well, it’s Kin magic.

Not Witch.”
“That shouldn’t matter. Magic is magic. It all springs from the same

source.” Izobel dropped a few dried leaves from a bowl into the cauldron.
“Foci and intent shape the casting.”

The fire roared. Still, she worried John was uncomfortable and keep-
ing mum about it. Izobel picked another two logs from the pile and lay-
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ered them on. She also took a moment to whisper an elemental protec-
tion that sparked and crawled along his skin.

“Whoa, what was that?” Johnny asked, surprised at the sensation.
His blue eyes went wide.

“An elemental charm,” Izobel explained. “December first is freezing
around here.”

“I’m good,” John assured. “Lycanthropes run hotter. Our metabolism
has to work harder. It’s our natural healing.”

Izobel’s lips turned down at the corners impressed at the insight.
“That’s my favorite thing about you guys. I’ve been worried about my sis-
ter getting hurt her whole life. It’s refreshing to know she heals fast.”

Izobel gazed across the field. Zoe had been quiet. That worrying si-
lence was unlike her. She sat on the swing arms wrapped, staring into
space. Izobel huffed out a breath and dragged both hands through her
wavy black hair. It had been a crazy few weeks and the oncoming few
didn’t look to be any easier.

“Well, Metri don’t heal as fast as Kin normally,” Johnny intruded on
her spiraling thoughts. “It’s better than human but not much. On every
day that isn’t the full moon, Zoe is still basically human. She’ll make up
for it, though.”

“Make up for it?” Izobel asked turning back to her spellwork.
“Zoe actually heals faster than the Kin do. We Lunatics have a door

that opens at the beckon of the moon. But it slams tight behind them.
The Kin have control of that door the Lunatics will never be able to
match, but their relationship with the beast is master and slave. Their will
chases some of the power away. When the door is open for the Metri we
become the beast. My mother called it a demon. The beast possesses your
body, rampant until they are sealed behind the barrier once more,” John
explained.

“But, John, you’re not really a Metri. You weren’t bitten. You failed
the Culling, but that’s not the same thing.”
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Her statement had nothing at all to do with knowledge on the sub-
ject. It was cobbled together out of hearsay and what little she’d managed
to gather on the ways of the Kin. She said it anyway. Because the broken
look in his eyes and shift of his shoulders was a dead giveaway to his
shame. Izobel had a dire urge to soothe that ache.

“Oh the Metri are just as much born as they are made,” John said.
“The Kin guard that secret well. Lunatics were the first among the Kin.
Closest to Our Lady the moon, or, so Madga tells it,” Johnny said with a
wry grin that did little to hide the sorrow in his voice.

“Then why do they hunt them now?” Izobel asked, rapt. She’d devel-
oped quite a fascination with Kin tales since she fell in with this family
of Lycanthropes.

“We were so close to the moon we spread the madness to humans.”
“You’re contagious.”
Johnny nodded. His gaze swept the clearing landing on Zoe’s luxuri-

ant black hair on the other side. Guilt screamed at him, clutching at his
throat. He was contagious, and he’d spread the curse to the woman he
fell in love with. And worse he was such a coward. So afraid to lose her,
Johnny lied. He blamed it on Isaak.

He made a good scapegoat. The lie was solid. It was keeping it up that
was killing Johnny.

“The Church has done everything to slash and burn the bloodline,
but one or two are born every generation. Most are killed at birth.
Smothered by their own mothers. I’m sure mine thought about it.”

“Jesus,” Izobel exclaimed. “John.”
“Time just isn’t strong enough to tame our savagery.”
Izobel’s expression was a novel written on her skin. She looked up at

her little sister vibrating with longing and worry.
“Zoe passed. The clan accepted her. That’s all I’ve ever wanted,” John

admitted. “She’s safe, Izobel. We’ll keep her that way. You have my word.”
She nodded, but Izobel didn’t look like she believed him. Izobel

should have known better than to continue with the casting. Intent. It
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was the basis for working all magic. And hers was muddied by the things
he said and the pity she had for his injustices.

Izobel poured a vial of liquid mercury into the boiling pot. She
crossed her index and pointer fingers and touched her thumb to her
pinkie. The building pressure erupted with the culmination. The silver
threads sparkling and anchored to every rock, every tree, and everything
else shimmered with gold illumination that built and built up brightness
until it flickered out suddenly.

“Shit,” Izobel gasped.
Zoe shot to her feet with wide eyes and a shocked expression. She

looked around confused, before jogging a little way across the field that
separated them.

“Did anyone else just taste purple?”
Izobel and Johnny shared a questioning look.
“What did you do?” Johnny asked.
Izobel shook her head. “I-I don’t know.”
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Chapter

A bel’s hand traveled over the folds of the linen sheet until he found
her hand. A smile tugged at the corner of his mouth as he laced

their fingers together. Izobel’s skin was cool as water. It was soothing.
Comforting.

Abel took in a deep breath that pushed at his bones and basked in
the moment. Izobel’s tower was laced with a hundred scents from anise
and coriander to the mossy tang of pine trees. Drying herbs hung from
every nook and cranny she could fit them. Shards of colored glass dan-
gled from the ceiling above her antique Louis the XIV headboard at dif-
fering heights.

They were part of some ritual or something. Protection or binding or
some other such devilry. Turns out not all magic was a snap of the fingers
kind of deal. Some spells took years to cast, apparently.

This one he didn’t grumble about too loudly. See, when the sun rose
over the trees in the distance it threw colored shadows over the willowy
lines of her naked body like a kaleidoscope, every breeze changed the pat-
tern adorning her in glorious jewels and fractals.

Abel was sure he’d never seen a thing so beautiful. Never quite the
same. The masterpiece changed with her dreaming. It shifted with the
wind. And that is the ultimate in splendor, the pinnacle the universe as-
pires to, magnificent and fleeting.

She was a magpie. Izobel collected shiny baubles and useless junk
alike with the attitude that you never knew when you just might need
something. She stored them in jars set upon her shelves. She owned only
a few books but every one was illuminated and thick. Handwritten jour-
nals dominated the shelves. She kept her notes about spells and magical
theory in them. Her recipes and rotes, she called them.

Abel tried reading one once and all it gave him was a headache.
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They were lovely to look at though. Her scrawls of ink leaves and
washes of dreamy watercolor interspersed paragraphs written in circles
and spirals. He’d given up on trying to decipher them a while ago. Abel
found, however, that not knowing how magic worked triggered all of his
worst worries. Protective was a trait he could admit was brushing against
toxic for him lately.

Izobel would stand against anything and that was why he loved her.
The terror of losing her hunted him like a monster in the dark forest
though. Maybe Lorelei never belonged to him, but she sure gave him a
look at what that was supposed to be and he realized that was what he’d
been truly mourning.

Family.
Our Lady gave him another chance at that. He’d be damned if he

would let it slip through his grasp a second time. Abel would protect this
woman with everything he had. And more than that he would protect
her from herself. That was the challenging one of the two obstacles he’d
set for himself.

At ease in the moment, Abel found his mind wandering to a fantasy
future that completely ignored the realities of their situation. The way
it would look, shadows and light, colors of course. Everything in Abel’s
imagination had a backdrop of tall grass kissed by warm sunlight. At least
it did when he thought of his Sparrow.

Perfection was just a few degrees off and it killed his swirling fiction.
Her demon curled in a furry black ball at their feet. Abel spent the last
half hour trying to figure out how the Grimalkin got in here. He distinct-
ly remembered closing the door as he fell into bed with his Sparrow.

Izobel’s chin turned, her head twitched. Eyebrows knit and her fore-
head wrinkled. The mewling drew his attention away from the cat. A spill
of her black waves swallowed the pillow between them. Izobel lay on her
side, facing away. He scooted closer, spooning her from behind.

“Don’t- Don’t go! Please, don’t leave me here!” Izobel mumbled.
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IZOBEL WAS NO MASTER at lucid dreaming by any stretch and still,
Abel’s voice jogged her loose of the stream of thought and memory she
was currently a prisoner of. A black-haired little girl opened her eyes with
a new awareness in the rooms inside her head.

Nine years old. Cold and dripping wet. Thunder boomed and rum-
bled in the velvety distance. Loud enough to be heard over the roar of
the air-conditioning. She could call every detail but the one she wanted.

Izobel took in her surroundings searching for glaring traits. Every-
thing came spilling toward her in a flood of pain. So many details at once
all she could take away from it was blurry impressions. This was a closet.
Something brushed her shoulder and she jumped, just like she had that
night so long ago.

The doorknob squeaked and turned. Izobel cringed. She was sup-
posed to be quiet. She wasn’t exactly sure why. But she knew it to her
bones that her life depended on it. The footsteps moved away from her.
She gave them time and peeked her head out.

The light above her flickered but the hall was ordinary. Tile floors
and neutral walls, its one feature was its length. The damned thing went
on forever. Blank walls and doorways that wouldn’t open. Knobs that
turned, and voices called at her from the other side but not a soul would
help her.

That was the first time Izobel felt it. Like a cut from a knife, sharp
and clean the opening had never stopped bleeding. Izobel could slow it
but she could not stem the tide.

Alone.
Sure, the world is filled with people. They practically crawl all over

each other. But no one wants to get involved. No one wants to risk their
shaky spot in the shifting sands. Too afraid. Too selfish... or worst of all
apathetic.

Izobel’s excuse was fear.
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She caught sight of someone. Long brown hair arced through the air
as she turned the corner. Izobel called for her to wait. She ran too fast.
Izobel was tired. Her legs were heavy.

“I’m right here with you,” Abel’s voice was like a caress against her
skin. “There’s no need to be afraid. I won’t let nothing happen to you.”

By the Eight, she needed to hear that. It let her think. Let her ask
questions. His voice centered her. Abel was good at making you feel safe.
He had a knack for it that Izobel had come to need. She learned to self-
soothe early. And still, she was developing an addiction to his.

It was genuine. That was the secret ingredient. Izobel absolutely be-
lieved him when he said he would gladly give his life for her.

That’s a powerful statement.
Hard to deny the emotional entanglements it brought with it. Even

harder still to avoid them. She was just fooling herself. She’d already fall-
en head over heels for Abel. She kept trying to convince herself other-
wise. None of her delusions could stand against his lazy grin and pierc-
ing, amber eyes, though.

Izobel sucked in a breath that swelled her tiny chest and with a deter-
mined chin, she chased the pain down.

Trapped in a maze of corridors, Izobel forced herself to dip a toe in
the memory of that night. She summoned the pieces and parts and wove
them into creation. Light spilled through an archway. It puddled on the
floor illuminating the black and white checkered floor.

Izobel moved toward it. Chanting sliced through the ambient clam-
or of the eerie silence. Izobel picked up her pace. She knew what hap-
pened. She’d relived it a thousand times. Dreamed about it. Picked its
bones clean for any clue as to why her mother abandoned her.

So why would she go through it again? The simple answer was Izobel
missed her.

She wanted to see her mother’s face again.
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Gale force winds whipped about the lobby. It carried a Porthos vine
plant along with it, a few books, and other bits of debris. The lights
sparked and hissed, flashing and flickering.

Merrily Cerise stood at the eye of the storm dark hair roiling like
shadows. Arms outstretched her fingers and hands danced in intricate
shapes. Her movements flowed from one Mudrah position to the next
with liquid grace. Magic crackled and popped, sizzling on the air. It
crawled visibly over her willowy form.

“Mom!” Izobel cried from the edge of the room.
Merrily looked up. Izobel drowned in her mother’s green eyes. She

held her breath, preparing for the crack that would separate the pieces
of her heart once more. Anticipation drove daggers through her feet to
hold her prisoner in the moment. Izobel couldn’t look away.

“Sparrow,” Abel’s voice vibrated through her and control was slip-
ping.

Normally this was the part where her mother vanished. Just Poof.
Gone. Never to be seen again.

Merrily disappeared, but it was because a wickedly clawed hand
shoved her to the side and out of Izobel’s line of sight. Teeth. Long,
curved, and sharp as blades snapped at her.

Izobel sucked in a breath and bolted upright. Half-awake but still
half asleep instinct answered her terror in both realms.

Abel threw himself over her. Glass exploded from every corner of
the room. Her baubles and gears went flying adding to the shrapnel. The
windows exploded. The vibrant green shard of glass hanging from the
ceiling like the sword of Damocles cracked and a jagged piece fell driving
into the back of his calf, point-down. Abel hissed.

He curled inward dragging her even closer. Abel growled with the
pain. “What the fuck was that?” he demanded.

Abel drew back enough to look down into her face. Colored shards
sparkled like rainbow stars in her luxuriant black hair. Izobel huffed out
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an incriminating breath and rubbed the heel of her hand against her
brow.

“I’m sorry,” she weaseled. “I was dream walking and I lost control.”
Izobel owned up to it.

Abel’s head dropped back against his shoulders and it rocked back
and forth with his botherdness of magic in general. He moved off her
slow, and gingerly until he could reach the piece of glass in his leg. Lycan-
thropes were blessed with both a keen healing rate and super-senses- Zoe
had been calling them. Sight, hearing, touch...

Everybody forgets about touch. It’s easy to overlook. We take our
senses for granted every one, but touch is a dark horse that if left to its
own devices can wreak havoc.

Touch rules over the domains of both pleasure and pain and let’s face
it everybody chases bliss in one form or another. And every one of us
runs and hides from pain. The highs and lows a shapeshifter experienced
were herculean when you thought about it.

Izobel took it completely for granted until Zoe was complaining
about how excruciating stubbing her toe was. Every hurt was earth-shat-
tering. They could take more, but they paid for it in exquisite agony.
Careful where she placed her hands Izobel moved to help him pull it free.

He grimaced, grunting as she ripped it loose taking a second look for
slivers. Izobel didn’t see any. A lycanthropes’ healing was non-discrimi-
nate. It would heal over bullets if you let it. It was always best to dig them
out before they healed.

Abel stared down at her while she fussed over the cut. He paid it no
mind. Instead, he fought for the words to use for his admonishment. Fi-
nally, he sighed.

“I’m worried about you, Sparrow. Playing with the enchantments...
you should have known better.”

Izobel rolled her eyes. She fell into defensive immediately. Old habits
die hardest after all. But Abel wasn’t wrong. She had no business playing
in the puddles of the werewolves. And worse, she came to the epiphany
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the reason she did it was to feel like she belonged. That only fed her
haughtiness.

“How’s about I don’t tell you how to werewolf and you don’t tell me
how to witch?” Izobel snapped.

“Don’t tell me how to were-” Abel stopped physically swallowing
down his frustration with a slow deep breath and play of facial expres-
sions that told the story of overcoming his frustration. Oh, he almost fell
into that trap. He went right for that bait. Calmer, Abel regrouped and
tried again.

He touched her hair with his miraculous gentleness. He could con-
jure it out of nowhere. “I just meant be careful. If something happened
to you...”

Abel leaned in to kiss her and she met him, her indigence melting
away from the truth in his eyes.

ARE YOU READY TO CONTINUE Izobel’s story? It’s a harrowing
thing full of fast-paced action, twists and turns, deep friendships, and an
epic romance that will keep you turning the pages all night long.

Click Here to get your copy now https://www.amazon.com/
Aching-Silver-Romantic-Grimdark-Fantasy-ebook/dp/
B09QZWQJNR
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